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“Shut up, Marcelo,” Jose reprimanded Marcelo. He knew that it was not the appropriate 
time for Marcelo to let his anger get the better of him. If they got into a fight right then, it 
would only benefit the other sects and prestigious families. 

Not a single conflict arose even though many sects and prestigious families had 
gathered on Encanta Island because they were all preserving their strengths and 
refraining from fighting over trivial matters. 

Marcelo’s words infuriated Verner, and the latter uttered with a vicious glare, “Marcelo 
Garcia, I swear that if you dare say another word…” 

He was about to throw a punch at Marcelo but was stopped by Jose. “Calm down, 
Verner. Just ignore Marcelo.. 

That’s just the way he speaks.” Marcelo suppressed his anger after hearing. Jose’s 
words. “Forget it, Verner.” Clenching his jaw, Verner reluctantly took two steps back 
after Kai piped up. 

Noticing how Verner complied with Kai’s words, Jose turned to Kai and tried persuading 
him instead, “Mr. Chance, I’m sure you know what will happen on Encanta Island since 
you came all the way here, so I hope you can consider what I just suggested. As long 
as we join forces, the other sects and prestigious families won’t dare to defy us. We can 
allocate the territories once the spiritual energy has recovered. It’s better than staying 
divided and being wiped out by other sects and prestigious families, right?” 

However, Kai merely flashed the man a faint smile and responded, “Thank you so much 
for your offer, but I prefer to do things on my own. Sorry about that.” 

The meaning behind Kai’s words was clear. He would not ally with Jose and the others. 
Jose furrowed his brows slightly as soon as he heard that, for he did not expect Kai to 
turn him down so quickly. 

Just as he was about to say something, Marcelo spoke up. “Who do you think you are, 
Kai? Don’t think of yourself as the strongest in the world. Take a look at everyone who 
came to Encanta Island. There are so many Greater Martial Arts Marquises. You’ll 
surely die a horrible death if you’re on your own.” 

“Whether I will die or not doesn’t seem to have anything to do with you, does it?” 

Kai stared at Marcelo impassively with a hint of frostiness in his eyes. The latter was so 
frightened by the vicious look in Kai’s eyes that he was cowed into silence. 



Jose had no choice but to turn to Verner. “What’s your stance in this matter, Verner?” 
he asked. Verner replied without hesitation, “Of course, I’ll follow Mr. Chance. Is there a 
need to ask?” “I hope you’ll think about it, Verner. Although Kai is now…” 

“All right, that’s enough. If there’s nothing else, we’re leaving!” Verner interrupted Jose 
before he could finish. The latter’s expression turned grim, and he uttered coldly, 
“Verner, we’re either friends or enemies on this island. When we meet again, I won’t 
show mercy.” 

“Neither will I,” Verner remarked. “Let’s go, Verner,” Kai called out to Verner, and the 
two of them walked away. Jose gnashed his teeth so hard that a crunching noise could 
be heard as he watched the duo leave. 

“What the heck? Verner is an idiot!” Marcelo cursed. He then said to Jose, “Let’s forget 
about that idiot, Jose. Just the combined. forces of our three families are unrivaled 
enough on this island.” 

However, Jose turned around and left without responding. Meanwhile, Kai and Verner 
found a bar on the island. They ordered a few dishes and at bottle of wine and started 
drinking. 

“Do you know why I didn’t ally with them, Verner?” Kai asked as he drank his wine. 
Verner shook his head before commenting, “With your ability, even if you don’t ally with 
anyone, you’ll still be invincible on this island, Mr. Chance,” 

Kai burst out laughing as soon as he heard that. “I see you’ve mastered the art of 
flattery, Verner. I didn’t want to form the alliance because they are all anticipating the 
revival of the spiritual energy, whereas I want to destroy it. If the revival truly happens, 
the massacre will spread from Encanta Island to the whole world. People will be 
plunged into misery and suffering when the time comes, and all families in the martial 
arts world will become slaves. I believe you should be aware of the abilities of sects and 
prestigious families in the secret. realm. Can the martial arts world of the mundane 
world compete with them?” 
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Kai’s words stunned Verner, and the latter fell into deep thought. If spiritual energy is 
restored, the sects and prestigious families within the secret realm will return to the 
mundane world. The families in the mundane world will lose their status and be reduced 
to slaves. Moreover, the major families will fight for resources without restraint. After all, 
no rules can constrain them and keep them under control. As a result, the whole world 
will then plunge into chaos, and commoners will become insignificant ants without 
status in the society. 



“Mr. Chance, what is your plan to stop the recovery of spiritual energy?” Verner asked. 
curiously. Kai frowned at his question before sighing. “I haven’t come up with a solution 
yet, so let’s take things one step at a time.” 

As Kai and Verner chatted and drank, a man in his twenties, dressed in casual attire, 
walked into the bar. The man had four lackeys trailing after him. 

At a glance, one could tell the man was the rich heir of a sect or a prestigious family. He 
swept his gaze around the bar, then crossed the room to sit in a corner. 

Kai’s brows furrowed as he studied the man carefully. Noticing Kai’s expression, Verner 
questioned, “Do you know him, Mr. Chance?” 

Kai shook his head. “I don’t, but I sense something odd about his aura. Even though 
he’s intentionally suppressing his aura, I get the impression that his rank surpasses 
Greater Martial Arts Marquis. Or, at the very least, he’s a Top Level Greater Martial Arts 
Marquis.” 

Verner stole a few glances at the young man, too. Kai’s analysis had piqued his 
curiosity. “I don’t see anything special about him. He looks like a typical rich heir. There 
are a lot of them on Encanta Island. Also, isn’t it basically impossible to achieve the rank 
of a Greater Martial Arts Marquis or a Martial Arts Saint at such a young age? You’re 
the most talented person I’ve ever met, Mr. Chance. Yet, not even you have achieved 
the rank of Top Level Greater Martial Arts Marquis. How can anyone surpass you?” 

“He’s not a martial artist,” Kai stated casually. “Not a martial artist?” Verner was baffled. 
“Is he a spiritual energy cultivator, then? Is he from the secret realm?” 

Kai didn’t answer any of Verner’s questions because he wasn’t sure if the young man 
came from the secret realm. However, among all the spiritual energy cultivators he had 
met in the mundane world, he had never encountered such a powerful spiritual energy 
cultivator, except for the possessed Demonic Cultivators from the Warriors Alliance. 

After all, the laws of nature weren’t fun and games. Spiritual energy cultivators in the 
mundane world were restrained by it. Thus, their abilities could never achieve such a 
high level. 

However, if the young man was from one of the secret realms, he would be subjected to 
the suppression of his power development, which would ultimately result in stagnancy 
and even demotion in terms of strength. 

Who would want something like that to happen. to them? That was why cultivators from 
the secret realm wouldn’t enter the mundane world unless absolutely necessary. 
Otherwise, chaos would’ve ensued. 



The young man’s gaze flitted toward Kai while the latter was scrutinizing him. Their eyes 
met for a split second, but they soon averted their gazes simultaneously. 

Kai was certain the young man possessed powerful abilities. Meanwhile, creases 
marred the young man’s forehead. 

“Mr. Lassen- 

At that moment, one of the young man’s lackeys piped up but was cut short by a fierce 
glare. 

The young man was none other than Claus. In order to not attract any attention, he only 
brought a handful of men with him and even intentionally concealed his aura. To his 
dismay, Kai kept his eyes trained on him since he entered. 

At the same time, Claus also sensed the fluctuations of spiritual energy emanating from 
Kai, which was a unique feature that only spiritual energy cultivators possessed. As 
such, he was confident Kai was a spiritual energy cultivator. 

He could also tell that Kai possessed the ability of an Eighth Level Manifestor, which 
was equal to an Eighth Level Greater Martial Arts Marquis. 

Such formidable capability was rare in the mundane world, as one could never defy the 
restrictions of the laws of nature. It was exceptionally challenging for cultivators from the 
mundane world to achieve the Manifestor level. 
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Kai and Claus were preoccupied with their own thoughts as they observed each other 
discreetly. Before long, five men clad in black robes abruptly entered the bar and caught 
their attention. 

Kai’s and Verner’s countenances turned cold at the appearance of the five black-robed 
men. They promptly grew nervous. The two recognized the men to be Skylar and his 
Black Gold Robe warriors. Skylar was also surprised to see Kai there.. 

“What a small world for us to keep running into each other, Kai. I didn’t expect to meet 
your here again, Skylar said with a malicious grin.. 

“Skylar Norton, you’re the prideful heir of the Norton family of Jadeborough. I can’t 
believe you’ve succumbed to being someone’s lapdog and vessel. I wonder what you 
think of your current state.” Kai smiled coldly. 



“It’s all your fault I ended up like this, Kai! I’ll surely kill you one day. I swear!” Kai’s barb 
enraged Skylar. With a wave of his hand, the Black Gold Robe warriors immediately 
surrounded Kai.. 

Sensing the Black Gold Robe warriors’ auras, Kai spoke while wearing a grim 
expression. “This is between us, Skylar. I hope you don’t get others involved. Just come 
at me.” 

When he was done speaking with Skylar, he turned to Verner. “Head back first, Verner. 
I’ll go meet you once I settle the issue here.” 

Kai was well-aware that not even he and Verner’s combined forces were a match for the 
four Black Gold Robe warriors since they were all Martial Arts Saints. 

“I won’t leave, Mr. Chance. I’ll fight with you until the very end,” Verner declared boldly. 

“Hmph, it’s only a matter of minutes before I have the both of you slaughtered. Even if 
you’ve improved your abilities and become stronger, do you think you can defeat four 
Black Gold Robe warriors, Kai? They are all Martial Arts Saints. I can spare your life if 
you surrender,” Skylar said with contempt. 

Skylar and his men had been recuperating after having their powers absorbed by Kai a 
few days ago. They had mostly recovered but didn’t expect to run into Kai again on 
Encanta Island 

Skylar still held a grudge against Kai for what happened that day, so all he could think of 
was revenge upon bumping into Kai again. “Skylar, even though a spirit is currently 
inhabiting your body, I can still finish you off in less than ten moves if I want to. Do you 
dare to fight me?” 

Kai began provoking Skylar, egging him to accept the challenge. After all, it was 
definitely difficult for Kai and Verner to face four Black Gold Robe warriors at once. 

“Hmph, don’t even think about goading me. Do you really think I’ll take the bait? Since 
you refuse to surrender, I guess I’ll just have to make you admit defeat.” 

Skylar gestured for the Black Gold Robe warriors to attack. In the meantime, Claus’ 
expression turned bleak as he sat in the corner. I can’t believe Demonic Cultivators are 
so powerful in the mundane world that they’ve reached the level of Martial Arts Saints! 
In other words, they’ve achieved the Spirit Divider stage! 

Claus had assumed that since he was from the secret realm, even if he was restricted 
by the laws of nature, he would still be one of the strongest and that it was a piece of 
cake for him to obliterate the weaklings in the mundane world. 



However, fear bubbled within Claus when he saw the Demonic Cultivators’ 
demonstration of power. He desperately tried concealing all his aura, terrified that 
Skylar and company might notice him. 

At the same time, Kai’s aura surged violently. Waves of terrifying energy emanated from 
him, and it was so intense that the other customers in the bar fled in fear. Shock filled 
Claus when he sensed the terrifying aura radiating from Kai. 

Does the mundane world already have a land with restored spiritual energy? Why aren’t 
these people bound by the laws of nature? Did he come from another secret realm too? 

Claus couldn’t wrap his mind around how Kai cultivated to his current level. He even 
began wondering if Kai came from another secret realm just like him.. 

“Don’t start a fight now! Have you forgotten why we’re here?” shouted the spirit within 
Skylar’s body, filled with fury. 
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Hearing that, Skylar waved his hand, gesturing for the Black Gold Robe warriors to step 
back. He cast Kai a cold glare and warned, “Just you wait, Kai. After I resolve 
everything here, I’ll settle the score with you.” 

Skylar stormed out of the bar with his Black Gold Robe warriors in tow. The minute 
Skylar turned on his heels, Kai let out a breath of relief. It was still quite stressful for him 
to face four Black Gold Robe warriors without help.. 

These people would’ve subdued Kai if they hadn’t suffered a backlash from trying to 
greedily absorb Kai’s spiritual energy. “Let’s go too, Mr. Chance,” said Verner with cold 
sweat beading his forehead at the close call. 

Kai nodded and left with Verner while Claus. sat in the bar in a daze, his eyes filled with 
mixed feelings. “Mr. Lassen, none of those Demonic Cultivators earlier were beneath 
you in terms of rank. What should we do?” asked one of Claus’ followers. 

Claus didn’t respond. Instead, he merely scrunched his brows. He initially thought he 
was definitely within the top rung of elites in the mundane world despite the restraints of 
the laws of nature. However, his worldview was revolutionized when he ran into four 
Black Gold Robe warriors from Warriors Alliance immediately after stepping out of the 
secret realm. The demonstration of their formidable power dealt a heavy blow to his 
inflated ego. 



Another one of Claus’ lackeys wondered out loud, “I’m sure those Demonic Cultivators 
come from the secret realm as well, but their abilities don’t seem to be bound by the 
laws of nature.” 

“Didn’t you guys notice the spirits living in those Demonic Cultivators? That means their 
physiques are those of ordinary martial artists in the mundane world, and the spirits 
within are the real Demonic Cultivators. The laws of nature don’t apply to spirits. Those 
Demonic Cultivators took advantage of that loophole to run amok in the mundane 
world,” Claus explained solemnly.. 

“But that young man doesn’t look like a Demonic Cultivator. Yet, his aura isn’t weak,” 
said one of Claus’ lackeys. “Maybe that man is also a young heir that comes from 
another secret realm.” 

Claus was very interested in Kai’s identity. Het wanted to find out if Kai came from a 
secret realm. “What is our next step, Mr. Lassen?” asked the lackey. 

Claus thought he could easily take the reins of the mundane world, but it seemed like he 
was wrong. There were many elites hiding and keeping a low profile. 

“We’ll conceal our abilities and observe the situation. Let’s not make any moves unless 
absolutely necessary.” Claus dug into his food after that.. 

Kai and Verner returned to the palace. The former’s expression was grim and etched 
with worry, for the situation on Encanta Island had exceeded his expectation. 

I didn’t expect so many people and elites to come to the island! There are even other 
Martial Arts Saints apart from the Black Gold Robe warriors from the Warriors Alliance! 
Looks like it will be tough for me to try and stop the recovery of spiritual energy. “ Kai,” 
Godrick called out as he approached. Kai with his men.. 

“What brings you here, Godrick?” Kai asked, surprised to see him here. “I’m not the only 
one who came. Mr. Gunderson is here, too. Norm sent someone to search for you in 
Jadeborough, but you weren’t there, so I brought my men here. Mr. Gunderson also 
brought members of his family.” 

As Godrick spoke, Fernando walked over to Kai with a group of men trailing behind him. 
Astrid and Evangeline were there, too. Fernando went up to Kai and greeted him, “Mr. 
Chance.” 

When Verner recognized Fernando, he hurriedly greeted him with respect, “Good to see 
you, Mr. Gunderson.” Fernando inclined his head slightly as an acknowledgment. “What 
brings you here, Mr. Gunderson?” 

Kai was surprised to see Fernando here. Despite Fernando’s abilities, he was no more 
than a punching bag since the place was teeming with elites. 
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“Mr. Chance, all the prestigious families in the secret realm have sent men to Encanta 
Island here. As such, the Gunderson family has to follow suit. Great Elder has told us to 
help you to the best of our ability. As long as spiritual energy is revived and we gain 
control of Encanta Island, the Gunderson family will have a leg up,” Fernando answered 
frankly. 

The instant Kai heard that, he knew that Chester was aware of the imminent revival of 
spiritual energy on Encanta Island and wanted to occupy the place. 

Precisely because every family shared the same sentiments, a bloody battle was bound 
to break out. Meanwhile, Kai was determined to stop such a bloodbath. 

“Honestly speaking, Mr. Gunderson, my purpose in coming to Encanta Island this time 
isn’t to occupy this place. Instead, it’s to prevent the revival of spiritual energy,” he 
divulged bluntly. 

At that, Fernando was visibly shocked. Nonetheless, he knew that the man’s words 
were an order. All he could do was obey. “The Gunderson family adheres to your 
arrangements, Mr. Chance,” he stated firmly without asking about the reason behind 
Kai’s decision. 

Time flew past, and soon, it had been more. than ten days since Kai and the others. 
arrived on Encanta Island. 

In the past ten-odd days, things on Encanta Island had been surprisingly peaceful. 
Other than the groups of people who arrived one after another in the beginning, hardly 
anyone came in the subsequent days.. 

In a hotel, Skylar stood beyond the window, gazing out at the entire Encanta Island. 
“Sir, it’s almost time, yes?” he asked unhurriedly. “Yes, it’s time now. Give the order to 
activate the Mountain Defense Formation,” the spirit within him replied. 

Nodding, Skylar swiftly summoned two Black Gold Robe warriors and headed toward 
the hill in the middle of Encanta Island. Shortly after, the whole of Encanta Island started 
shaking as though there was an earthquake. 

At the same time, bursts of light started flashing on the hill in the middle of Encanta 
Island. That sudden abnormality attracted everyone’s attention at once. 

Standing at the highest point in the palace, Kai frowned as he stared at the glowing hill 
in the middle of the island. 



“Mr. Chance, we heard that there are ancient ruins here as soon as we arrived, but no 
one found them. Could it be that they’re manifesting now because the revival of spiritual 
energy is imminent? Verner wondered, his eyes fixed on the glowing hill in the distance. 

Kai remained silent, for he had no idea whether the ancient ruins were about to 
manifest. However, he knew that the sudden glow of light from the hill before his eyes 
was definitely no anomaly but the activation of a massive arcane array. 

Despite the great distance, he could sense the terrifying aura from the activation of the 
arcane array. Many people began swarming toward the hill in the middle of the island, 
afraid that they would lag behind. 

“Ancient ruins have manifested on Encanta Island, Kai. They’re all claiming that there’s 
an altar in the ancient ruins, and it’s the altar that would bring about the revival of 
spiritual energy. That aside, some are even saying that whoever gets onto the altar first 
will trigger a celestial phenomenon and gain immortality.” Godrick uttered frantically 
when he reached Kai, panting heavily. 

From the look of things, he had made many inquiries out there. 

Kai believed the first half of it as Encanta Island would not have been chosen for the 
revival of spiritual energy for no reason. Moreover, as the overlord of the generations, 
the blood demon would never trap its own body on the island to await a resurrection. 

Hence, there must be some secret about Encanta Island unknown to them. But then, 
the attainment of immortality in the latter half was clearly nonsensical talk. “Why don’t 
we go and have a look as well, Mr. Chance?” 

Although Kai was skeptical about it, Verner was beyond excited beside him. We’ve got 
to go and witness such a thing personally! Regardless of its veracity, we’ll know after 
going there for a look! 

“Let’s go.” Kai dipped his head in assent. By the time Kai and the others rushed over, 
the hill had long since been surrounded by a horde of people. A near distance away, an 
ancient stone door slowly took shape. 

Everyone gawked at the stone door with stars in their eyes. It was as though there were 
infinite riches behind that stone door. 

 


